
merabh of AND ....

gathering together with FM and KUTHUMI, who’s here of course, and TOBIAS and
all the SHAUMBRA who have gone over to the other side to assist FM.

let’s now bring this and …. from theory, from the papers and the books, let’s bring it
into reality in this grand year of 2022.
AND…. means that you’re no longer ever stuck with one answer or one solution.
AND…. means that there are always alternatives. always, always. there’s never
just  one solution,  there’s  always alternatives,  perhaps ones you’ve never  seen
before.
AND…. means that you are human. you have aches and pains and issues, and
you get irritable, but there’s the AND …. you are a master.
AND…. is where the human and the master can now, metaphorically speaking,
look themselves in the eyes – human and master.
you, the human, looking the master directly in the eyes.
you, the master, now looking the human directly in the eyes.
the AND …. the  both,  the  all.  you can process  your  issues till  the  cows come
home and you can now allow them into wisdom. you just open that gate, that fence
– heh! – and let the cows turn into milk.
AND …. means that you’re no longer stuck in your perpetual processing or pitiful
processing (adamus chuckles) – pitiful  processing – that  you AND …. it  into the
wisdom.  the  processing  still  might  be  there,  but  pretty  soon it  just  fades  from
consciousness. it’s not important, and ultimately, it goes way, because you’ve AND-
ed it.
AND…. means you can pretend to be lacking in abundance, but then you simply
“AND….” it, the realization that the abundance has always been there. you didn’t
even have to think about it. you didn’t have to plan it. you just opened that door and
allowed the AND …. of abundance. that part of you that still wants to be lacking in
abundance – ugh! – that’s fine. but pretty soon that goes out of consciousness. that
old game ends. it just fades away. it, too, gets brought into wisdom.
AND…. is a new physics of reality.  there’s part  of  you that wants to believe in
magic, wants to believe in what has been called fantasy, that it’s real, and you’ve
thought about it, you’ve dreamt about it, but you haven’t dared to take that step into
it wondering what might happen, wondering perhaps it’s all just made up. so you’ve
let yourself only dream about it, rather than live it.
but now we AND …. it. we go out a different door this time, so to speak. we’re not
just stuck with the same limited options. we bring in the other options, and you
realize that in the AND …. fantasy, well, it’s not fantasy, it’s reality. what you had



called fantasy is a reality and it  is accessible,  and it  is where you can live and
experience as well when it comes through the AND ….
you realize that – we’ve talked about things like magic – magic is simply allowing
energy to work for you. but there’s been a resistance to it. you’ve approached it
from an emotional or a mental basis, and you’ve kept it out there in fantasyland.
but now we open a different door.
you have many doors to open in the AND …. we open a different door and realize
that magic is, well, there is no magic. it’s actually just allowing energy to work for
you. it appears magical to the muggle, but to you now it’s not at all. it’s the way
things should be.
you  wonder  why  they’ve  bought  into  the  un-magic  of  life,  why  they’ve  limited
themselves with so few options. and, yes, there’s a part of you that still wants to be
magic and hasn’t gotten it.
but now that you’ve allowed yourself to let energy serve you and that it is magic,
that old part that wanted to be the magician – it was the frustrated magician – it
simply starts to fade out. and as it fades out, it loses its strength, and as it loses its
strength, it’s brought into wisdom.
it resisted the wisdom for a long time, because then the game would have to end.
but now it’s brought into wisdom.
ah! not that wisdom is trying to seduce it, not at all. wisdom is simply waiting for it.
wisdom is not trying to draw it into its belly. wisdom is simply there waiting. and in
the AND ….,  with  the  illusion  of  the  “no  magic,”  it  loses  its  power.  it,  the  old
frustration, the old “no magic,” it loses its power. and now it’s brought into wisdom.
that’s the AND ….
the divine connection between human and divine, it’s not one that uses words. it’s
not one that even uses pictures. it’s what the mind would call  “sans definition,”
without definition, but it’s always been there.
it’s a constant, unlike the other noises and the other connections. it’s more constant
than even the connection you have to a past life, to the voice of a past life.
it’s a constant that is always there, because it’s your energy and it’s always been
there.
as we go into the AND …., we go into the AND …. and suddenly you just know it’s
there. you suddenly feel it and you know it’s there. and you try at first to put it to
words or pictures, but then you realize it doesn’t have to be. it doesn’t want to be.
it’s  much more free than that.  and you wonder how you,  the human,  will  ever
understand  what  it’s  communicating,  but  then  you  take  a  deep  breath  into
the AND ….  and  you  realize  that  you  do understand.  it’s  your  natural  state  of
communication and awareness.
words, pictures, symbols, they weren’t natural. they were interpretations. but now
you go into  the AND …. and realize that  that  song of  the soul,  the connection
between human and master, is always there. and the master isn’t trying to tell the



human what to do. the master isn’t trying to make choices in your life. it’s just the
communication – “I AM THAT I AM. you are not alone.”
and the human realizes that it’s time to truly accept and allow the master into its
house, the master here in this reality. it’s the new physics of human and master
together, no longer separate. no longer a distance. no longer lost.
it’s the new physics – human and master. the master enjoying it as much, perhaps
even more than the human, being in this realm and being in the realms of  the
master.
(pause)
the updated FM link is going to clearly carry that message and the reminder that
you feel everything, perhaps sometimes too overwhelming.
one of  the things that  FM realized in his research is the extreme sensitivity  of
shaumbra  that  he  had  never  known  before.  extremely  sensitive,  like  a  very
sensitive  radio  device  –  his  way  of  speaking  –  very,  very  sensitive.  and  that
sensitivity caused so many to close up, to isolate themselves, because they were
so sensitive.
he realized that they hid because of their sensitivity, and then they said, “I don’t feel
anything,” because they felt too much.
and the FM link now carries the AND …. of saying, “I  am sensitive, and I’m not
overwhelmed by it. I can discern within myself what’s important to be aware of and
what’s not important to be aware of. I can discern what’s mine and what’s not mine.
I can be highly sensitive and not overwhelmed by it, because I don’t have to rely on
my brain, on my mind for interpretation. that’s what caused the overwhelm.
“I simply rely on my sensitivities, my 200,000 angelic senses, on my very sensual
nature now, and with that I cannot be overwhelmed.”
the FM link comes back now, carefully tuned into shaumbra, into you.
do you need it? not at all. but it’s nice to know it’s there as a constant reminder if
you get lost.
it’s nice to know that there are those who care, that would put this out in case you
ever  will  get  so  lost.  and  it’s  easy  to  do,  because  even  in  FM’s  research  he
realized, with the increased level of noises on the planet and all the commotion and
the intensity of the commotion that will come, there is a tendency once in a while to
lose your way.
if you should, simply tune in to the SHAUMBRA FM LINK and it will remind you it’s
all right there. that connection between human and spirit has always been there,
always yours.
let’s take a good deep breath now.
(pause)
and with that, my dear friends, FM bows and nods to each and every one of you.
he’ll continue his work. he’ll drop by from time to time.



on behalf  of  all  the SHAUMBRA WHO LEFT – we have SART there, we have
EDITH there – on behalf of all of them who left, keep on. keep on doing what you
do.  keep  on  being  here  as  masters  on  the  planet.  don’t  doubt  yourself.  don’t
diminish yourself. understand why you’re here.
shine your light, and as you shine your light, it will now illuminate and open up your
own and …., and then it will shine out to the world. it’ll be the wind that changes
according to the desires of humanity on this planet.
let’s take a good deep breath with that.
it’s been a long day for me. first, the house of keahak, now here. I’ll be getting back
to the ascended masters club, kick my feet up by the fireplace, continue eating my
food here – hm – and being in total admiration of shaumbra, whether on my side of
the veil or on earth.
and, with that, I AM ADAMUS OF ST.GERMAIN. thank you. 
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